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The story of developing an 
entrepreneurial virtual team project



The Team



The Challenge

• Design an entrepreneurship programme using 
innovative technology to provide: 

– International opportunity 

– Involvement of employers (industry professionals)

– Solid grounding in entrepreneurship theory 

– Opportunity to practise & develop 
entrepreneurship skills

Achieve this with a newly-formed team based in several countries, with 
different institutional requirements and strategies.



Theory of Entrepreneurship

Saras Sarasvathy (2001 and following)



• A team of experts in entrepreneurship education 
based in Israel came up with a framework for a 
number of courses they wanted to develop
– ‘4 flavours’ of e’ship with distinctive characteristics
– 20 – 30 learning ‘units’

• Team expanded to include international members 
– team building recommences

A review of resources – time availability (both 
intensive and extensive), money, knowledge of 
online learning - gradually took place. 



A new dawn…



A Technology Was Chosen

• Levels of expertise in Moodle varied:

No familiarity - moderate users – advanced users

• As always, further differences in willingness to 
learn / play / engage with the interface

• Alternative / supplementary interfaces sought 
to give the course a more contemporary feel

• Technological support from 



Development Team members

• Some left   Some arrived

Pivoting Forming

Storming

Norming

Performing



Building a Pilot – Emergent Process

• The decision making process of what to include / what not 
to include was on-going during the pilot build process. 

• Also, how to build / design the online interface was an 
emergent process

[phone call: would you narrate some videos for this? The slides are too dull 
without them]

[email: who’s contributing to the quizzes?] 

[email: what quizzes?]

[skype call: who’s doing the xxx?]

[skype call: why are we doing that?] 



A new dawn…



Focus 
• Ideation

– Entrepreneurship as problem solving

– Finding practical solutions 

– Developing a business proposal 

– Pitching / communicating ideas

• Virtual Teamwork 





Key Challenges

- Getting students to enroll –

- embedding vs voluntary / non-
compulsory

- Encouraging continuation 

- Finding the right dates (how many 
holidays do they have over there?)

- Moodle needs a lot of human 
intervention 

- Moodle needs external tools for 
students

- Unexpected technical issues. 



And here we are…



Thank You

Key Challenges


